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Welcome to mydfwjeep.com!
If you drive a pickup or SUV, chances are

you have done business with us before.  If you
haven’t, allow us to introduce ourselves;  We
are DFW Camper Corral, the TRUCK, SUV
and JEEP ACCESSORY STORE! 
DFW is one of the largest retailers of truck

bed covers and automotive accessories in the
entire United States! Since our humble begin-
nings in 1978, we have delivered over a quar-
ter million truck bed covers, countless acces-
sories and have grown into four stores in
Arlington, Dallas, Mesquite and Forth Worth.
Our “GOLDEN RULE” attitude toward

customer service has been the major reason
for our company’s success! Company
founders Ed and Christine Abbott belief of
TREATING OTHERS AS YOU WOULD
WANT TO BE TREATED has always guided
and shaped DFW. They believe that by treat-
ing customers as family, that our customers in
turn would recommend their own family,
friends and neighbors to DFW. We must be
doing something right, because over 80% of
DFW business is from repeat and/or referral
buyers. Christine’s straight forward business
philosophy is still practiced today, not only

with customers, but with employees and ven-
dors too. DFW’s family of fifty or so employ-
ees has over fifteen years with the company.
Our next trek is the Jeep Accessory busi-

ness! For you, the Jeep driver, you now have a
home town, locally owned, dedicated to quali-
ty and value, place to go for your Jeeping
needs. Give us a try; you’ll be very glad you
did. Remember, “Friends don’t let friends
drive stock!”
Thanks for the business.

HOW TO BUY FROM DFW
DFW accepts cash, checks, American Express,
Discover, Mastercard and Visa. We offer
financing for qualified customers, as well as
layaway.  DFW Camper Corral also works with
most automotive dealerships in the Metroplex,
so ask to have your aftermarket purchases
financed in with your new vehicle purchase.

STORE HOURS
DFW is open Monday-Friday: 9am – 6pm;
Saturday: 9am – 4pm.  We are closed on
Sundays.  Vehicle drop offs and delivery can
usually be arranged before and after hours. 

NO BULL DFW PRICE GUARANTEE
We refuse to be undersold!  We will beat or
match any competitor’s legitimate installed
price on any same product, period. 

OUR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION PROMISE
At DFW, we promise to provide our customers
with the best value and highest quality truck
products and auto accessories available.  We

use and test the same products that we sell on
our own vehicles.  “If a product is not good
enough for our own vehicle, we certainly will
not put it on yours.”  If you are not happy with
your purchase from DFW, we will do anything
within reason to make you glad you did
business with us. 

DON’T SHOP ANYWHERE ELSE
DFW has  almost 2 million dollars of new and
ready-to-install inventory in stock.  Because of
this, we can usually arrange for a much quicker
delivery, rather than waiting two to three weeks
for a factory order.  At DFW, you do not have
to risk buying something sight unseen from an
unknown or online business.

COMMON SENSE DISCLAIMER
Our commitment is to provide the very best in
quality aftermarket accessories and
professional service to you, our customer.
However, there are certain factors out of our
control.  Any time that an aftermarket product

is installed, the vehicle’s painted, metal, and/or
trim surfaces are going to be affected.  Body
part modification, drilled holes, clamp marks,
rubbing, scuffing, abrasions and adhesive
residue are all part of the process of installation
and use of these products. DFW Camper Corral
is not responsible for any alterations or damage
related to the sale, installation or use of any
aftermarket product.  All product warranties
are per manufacturer terms and conditions, and
the customer is responsible for all owner
required maintenance.  Due to the many
variations in paint color formulations, an exact
paint match cannot be guaranteed but will be
within established industry standards.  DFW
reserves the right to apply a 25% restocking fee
to any return of custom ordered merchandise.

COMMENTS, COMPLIMENTS OR COMPLAINTS
We want to hear from YOU, our customer,
about how we are doing – both good and bad.
Log on to www.DFWCamper.com and click on
the customer comment section to provide us
with your feedback.

Our DFW Family

THE DFW STORY

Gift Cards In Any Denomination
Gift Cards In Any Denomination

SEND US YOUR PHOTOS

Don’t see what you’re looking for?
Just ask! We have access to millions

of products & product lines.

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.
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The first Jeep. dates back to the late
nineteen thirties when the US Army looked
at building a lightweight all terrain
reconissance vehicle to replace motorcycles
and midifoed Ford model T’s currently
being used.  With war already engulfing
Europe, the army sought manufacturers  to
create a prototype vehicle in 50 days or less.
In 1940 Wyllis Overland won the contract
with a design taken from the American
Bantam Car Company over Ford.  With
Wyllis production being limited, Ford also
quickly entered into production.   In fact, it
is thought by many that the government
designation of Ford built Jeeps “GP”, is

where the name Jeep comes from.
The first civilian Jeep, or CJ2 was

produced in 1945.  CJ (3, 5, 6, 7 and 8)
production continued until 1986.
The YJ, the first Jeep to be called

Wrangler, was introduced in 1987, and
featured square headlights.  YJ’s (700,000
of them) were produced until 1995.

The Wrangler TJ debuted in 1996 as a
1997 year model.  The Rubicon model was
introduced in 2003, and the Unlimited with
extended wheel base debuted in 2004.
The newest generartion of Jeep, the JK,

was unveiled in 2007.  For the first time
Jeep offered a Wrangler with four doors and

power window options.  This new model
had the widest and longest wheel base ever
offered.  These models have been honored
as having one of the best resale values ever
for an SUV.
Along the way, Jeeps became known for

their rugged off road capabilities, and the
independence and individualism of Jeep
drivers.  We all know you didn’t buy that
Jeep so that you could look like every other
one on the road.  It’s yours, so you want to
make it look like yours and no other.   
You’ve got a great vehicle here, and

although we at DFW did not make it, “we
want to make it better!”

1956 1941

DFW Workzone Catalog
For All Of Your

Outfitting & Unfitting

Needs!

DFW Destinations
Restyling Catalog

or

DRIVE ATRUCK OR SUV? 
or know someone who does?

Check out our other available catalogs
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BRIEF HISTORY
OF THE JEEP



JEEP ETIQUETTE YOU MUST KNOW...

IT'S NOT WHAT YOU BUY, IT'S WHAT YOU
BUILD AND WHAT YOU DO WITH IT.

THE JEEP WAVE...
An honor bestowed upon those drivers with the superior intelligence, taste, class and discomfort
tolerance to own the ultimate vehicle - the Jeep. Generally consists of vigorous side-to-side motion
of one or both hands, but may be modified to suit circumstances and locally accepted etiquette.
Examples of commonly accepted modifications: 

• Top off: One handed wave above windshield or outside body tub
• Top off during blizzard: Shiver and nod, hands may remain frozen to steering wheel
• Southern/rural locations: Raise fingers from steering wheel, nod

IN KEEPING WITH THIS CARDINAL RULE OF JEEPING, CATEGORIES HAVE
BEEN ESTABLISHED TO ACCOUNT FOR EACH PART OF THE EQUATION. 
These categories are:
• The Jeep Waving Hierarchy: Based on the vehicle itself. Takes into account
the nostalgia factor, the discomfort tolerance quotient and the amount of
owner dedication required to maintain the steed.

• The Modifying Sub-categories: Based on what you do with your Jeep.
• Equipment Adjustments: What you build.

• All Jeepers are responsible for upholding the tradition of the Wave.
It seems that generally the Jeep wave is only practiced by Jeep
owners driving the following Jeep vehicles; CJ, YJ, TJ, JK.

• All Jeepers are required to return the Wave even if it’s a Grand
Cherokee or Compass.

• Do not EVER wave to Hummers, even if you know the person.

WARNING:
Owning, registering, insuring, or driving a Jeep implies knowledge of and intent to abide by the
following rules, regulations and guidelines. Failure to obey the letter or spirit of the rules may
result in your being ignored by other Jeep owners as you sit along the side of the road next to
your stalled vehicle in a blizzard surrounded by Saturns, Yugos and Hyundais.

“WHEN IN DOUBT, WHIP IT OUT!"

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.
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SIDE WINDER
Whether you need help to step in, step up or slide down, we have your Jeep

fitted.   Check out our huge assortment of items all on your side to add utility,
convenience and or-just plain good looks.

ARIES 4” OVAL STEP
Custom Aries 4" Oval Nerf Bars make your truck
or SUV look like it just rolled off the showroom
floor. Designed to complement your vehicle's
trim, Aries Oval Side Steps come in 2 sturdy
finishes: smooth black powder-coated carbon
steel and highly-polished 304 stainless steel.

AMP RESEARCH POWER STEP
Jeep Owners – No other running board, tube step or nerf bar can match the
ease of entry of the AMP RESEARCH Power Step. Open the door and this full-
length running board automatically deploys for easy stepping in and out of the
cab. Close the doors and this sure-footed step platform retracts safely under the
truck with no loss of ground clearance.

N-FAB NERF-STEPS
For 07-14 Jeep® Wrangler Unlimited JK 4 Door.
Innovative and patented hoop step system works
with or without a body lift. Built from .084 wall 3”
tubing with a weight rating of 465lbs. Available in
2 and 4 step models. Black only.

ARIES 3” STEP BAR
The Aries Off-Road 3" Black Powdercoat
Pro-Series Nerf Bar sets itself apart from
the competition in both quality and inno-
vation. These nerf bars are constructed
from 3" diameter steel tubing and come
in a textured black powdercoat.

RAMPAGE SIDE BAR RETRACTABLE ROCKERGUARD STEP
Rampage's Side Bar application is designed for dual use as both an entry step
and rocker panel side protection. Use as a side step for street use or release step
lock to fold up to the rocker guard position for side protection and added off-road
clearance. High pressure gas shocks pull and hold the bar in the upright, rocker
guard position - Step pressure on the bar returns and locks the bar into the step
bar position. Textured, black powder coated finish is durable and compliments
factory components. Durable steel construction - 2'' tube x .120'' wall.

RAMPAGE SLIMLINE 2'' SIDE BAR WITH RECESSED STEP
Step into Value with the Rampage solution to an affordable access step for stock
or lifted Trucks and Jeeps. Introducing Slimline, the 'New Look', Stirrup Style,
Side Bar that features a Heavy Duty 2'' Tube bar with formed dropdown Steps
and a durable Textured Black powder coat finish. Each Side Bar is vehicle specif-
ic in the design location of the step recess and non-skid step pad position to
insure ease of accessibility. Steel, powder coated, mounting brackets are welded
to match factory installation points and eliminate flexing with the added conven-
ience of quick and easy one piece installation (per side).

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.
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Steps & Side Accessories
RAMPAGE PRODUCTS QUICK RELEASE MIRRORS
Tired of messing with mirrors when you take off your doors to hit the
beach or trail? Stay safe and legal with these quick release mirrors and
relocation brackets from Rampage. The relocation bracket attaches in
minutes to existing holes in the windshield frame without drilling! Then the mirrors
attach to the bracket with a threaded knob that you can install without tools-just a
couple twists of the comfortable star shaped knob with your hands and you're done.
A quick and easy way to get on the road or trail without fussing or worrying. These
mirrors feature the Rampage exclusive High Endurance Off Road Powdercoat in
smooth black finish.

AMP RESEARCH BEDSTEP
GO AHEAD AND STEP ON IT. BEDSTEP® IS A REAL TIME SAVER. 
Not to mention knee and back saver. Strong and rugged, this non-slip,
retractable bumper step quickly flips down with the nudge of a foot
providing a faster, easier and safer way to load or unload your pickup’s
cargo. Supports up to 300 lbs. Frame-mounts under the rear bumper
so it works even with an open tailgate or when towing. BEDSTEP® is
made in the USA and backed by a 3-year/36,000-mile warranty.

STAMPEDE VENT VISORS
Designed and manufactured to expedite airflow
through the cab while protecting you from the
elements. Contoured to fit, Stampede Automotive
Accessories Tape-Onz are engineered to be an
exact fit for each vehicles door style.

TUBULAR DOOR; REAR; BLACK TEXTURED ALUMINUM
When it comes to busting the backcountry, you need to see and be seen. But, take
one look at those flat panels the Jeep factory passed off as doors, and it's easy to
see they're great for keeping you in—not so great for looking out. And, style?
Forget about it. So, remove the blinders and soup up your style with a set of Aries
Jeep Tubular Doors.  Crafted from T6 aluminum tubing, these tube doors for Jeeps
are custom manufactured for an OEM fit.

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.
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INSIDE SOURCE
Think of your Jeep interior as an empty room in a house.  It’s

just space until you make it yours.  We offer everything from top to
bottom, and side to side.  Let DFW help make it yours!

The WeatherTech® All-Weather Floor Mats have deeply
sculpted channels designed to trap water, road salt, mud
and sand.  They won't curl, crack or harden in sub-zero
weather. Our All-Weather Floor Mats also have anti-skid
ridges to prevent shifting in your vehicle and come with
a protective, non-stick finish to make cleanup quick and
easy. WeatherTech® All-Weather Floor Mats meet
FMVSS302 and are manufactured to ISO 9001 standards,
your assurance of quality. Choose from Black, Tan or
Grey to complement virtually any interior color.

Cargo Liners

Floor Mats

BEDTRED OUTPERFORMS SPRAY-IN/DROP-IN LINERS
Get the look of a spray in bedliner without damaging your truck bed finish. BedTred
offers features superior to any spray-in liner, including dent & cargo protection, quick &
easy install and a lifetime warranty. The textured anti-skid surface is UV resistant and
surpasses any other liner on the market today.

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.

In the quest for the most advanced
concept in floor protection, the
talented designers and engineers
at MacNeil® Automotive have
worked tirelessly to develop the
most advanced DigitalFit® floor
protection available today!

LOOKS & FEELS
LIKE CARPET
Made of 100% polypropylene, the
BedRug bed liner protects your
truck and provides an ultra tough
work surface. BedRug is water and
stain resistant. Holds up to bleach,
oil and even battery acid!
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Interior Accessories 

LLumar automotive window tint can enhance your
vehicle's appearance, reduce heat and glare to pro-
vide a more comfortable interior, and offer valuable
protection against the unexpected. Look cool and
feel even cooler with custom tinted windows fea-
turing superior-quality LLumar window film.

When it comes to selecting the proper
window film for your vehicle, the market
is vast. But you want more than options.
You want the right option. Choose
LLumar window film to provide the
ultimate performance.

Extreme Window Film

With five distinct levels of density and visibility, Wincos provides the greatest
range of appearances from almost clear to very private. The variety was created
to conform to both state laws and the driver’s individual desires.

Extreme Window Film

THE ADVANTAGES OF SMITTYBILT’S G.E.A.R. LINE
G.E.A.R. is the ultimate storage solution for your off-road vehicle. Each seat
cover, overhead console and tailgate cover are manufactured from 600 Denier
Polyester. All products use the Molle/Pals Restraint System which securely fasten
each storage pouch even under the harshest of conditions, and can even be
interchanged between each other, or unfastened and taken with you. The front
and rear seat covers are perfect for protecting those factory
seats, and are very easy to install. Simply slide the cover into
position, and then tighten the straps on the sides accordingly.

RAMPAGE PRODUCTS POLYCANVAS SEAT COVERS
These economical poly canvas and NEW neoprene seat covers have a form fitted
tailored look. Seat covers include front and side mount zippered mesh pockets for
small items and a large rear storage pockets for larger things. Both front and rear

seat covers include shoulder harness seat belt pads to provide added
comfort and protect clothing. Pads attach in seconds and secure with
hook and loop fabric. Front Seat Cover combos include a custom
designed steering wheel cover that provides added grip, good looks
and comfort too. Choose gray, tan or red.

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.
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SOUND OFF!
You don’t always get every option when you buy a vehicle off

the lot.  You might as well get what you want!.  DFW offers a huge
assortment of electronics for your Jeep, many from the very same
manufacturer that make components for the OEM.

2-Way LCD Confirmation:
Get instant confirmation from your vehicle whenever
you send a successful remote command.

Compatible with select vehicles:
Also compatible with RF-1BAM, RF-1WG2-AM, RF-1WG5-SS, RF-
1WG6-AM, RF-2W704-SH, RF-2W940-SS and RF-2WG5-SH models.

Keyless Entry:
Lock/Unlock your doors and Arm/Disarm your
Compustar security system with a touch of a button.

Remote start control module:
Along with 2 preprogrammed 1-way, 4-button remote transmitters
lets you start your vehicle's engine from a remote location.

Drive Lock:
Prevents your vehicle from being driven as long as
the Compustar Security System is armed.

Keyless Entry:
Lock/Unlock your doors and Arm/Disarm your
Compustar security system with a touch of a button.

One of the most important aspects of a product like a remote start system is the
user interface (i.e. the remote control you hold in your hand.)  Sure, installation
quality is paramount to functionality and long term reliability.  The hardware is
critical as well.  But as the end user the thing you use all the time, touch every
day, and generally identify as “the remote start” is the controller. Compustar has
introduced a revamped line of controllers for the 2012-2013 winter, or as it’s
known around here, remote start season.   The Compustar Pro lineup has been
totally overhauled by introducing three completely new controllers.

PARROT CK3100 BLUETOOTH HANDS FREE
Parrot are renowned world wide for pro-
ducing the best and most intuitive blue-
tooth handsfree kits available on the
market. The Parrot CK3100 is no differ-
ent, with the CK 3100 LCD you will be
able to make and receive calls in the
comfort of your vehicle without having to
touch your mobile. Ensuring you remain
in control while you drive and talk.

This bluetooth usb adapter is capable for wire-
less transmissions of data over a large distance.
In the "Class 1"-version it has a range up to
150 meters. The adapter is easily plugged
into a free USB port of you laptop or PC.
Now you have a wireless connection
possibility to your bluetooth
enabled devices like Handy, PDA,
printer,...

BLUETOOTH USB ADAPTER

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.
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Audio & Electronics

Cobra is giving professional drivers
one more way to communicate safely
and easily with the first-ever CB radio
with Bluetooth technology - the new

29 LTD BT. The Bluetooth feature allows drivers a better
way to have phone conversations on the road

because calls from a mobile phone are
synched with the CB radio.

Audio Systems

IDA X305S

INA W900

DFW
does Audio!

M 309

Radar Detectors

ESCORT RADAR™ is the leading manufacturer of
radar and laser detectors. Launched under
the company name Cincinnati Microwave,
Inc., today, ESCORT continues to develop

high-performance radar and laser
detectors, under the Passport brand

name and has been issued over 85% of
patents in the field - more than all other

competitors combined.

CB Radios

Get instant light with the push of a button! ACCESS™ LED Lights
are waterproof and have tough 3M adhesive that bonds to nearly
any surface. Simply connect to any 12 volt power source to get
bright, energy-efficient light. ACCESS™ LED lights are available
in four sizes for auto, marine and recreational use.

Access LED Light

GOPRO HERO3 BLACK EDITION
The GoPro Hero3 Black Edition is a small but tough
camera and camcorder designed to be used in the
harshest of conditions. If you've ever watched the
Deadliest Catch you'll know the astonishingly exact-
ing conditions it is filmed in are. Can you guess what
they use to film? That's right it's GoPro cam-
eras. That's how tough they are.

WOOFER BOXES
The only way you're really going to
get full, rich-sounding bass from

your car stereo is to put in a subwoofer. Adding a sub to your system will
greatly improve the fun and impact of your music, no matter what kind of
music you listen to. Generally speaking, there are two bass camps—those
who like it “tight” and those who like it “boomy.” The style of bass you prefer
ultimately depends on your personal taste—and can even vary depending on
the style of music. To demonstrate this, we brought a small group of Advisors
into the Labs, played different kinds of music through the same component
subwoofer loaded in two different kinds of enclosures, and had them vote for
which sounded best to them for each song.

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.

Upholstered gray 2 speaker
soundbar fits 1987-2006 Wrangler

OVERHEAD 
JEEP SOUND BAR
Six Speaker with Map Lights Overhead
Sound Bar for Jeep Wrangler
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Wheels & TIresBABY NEEDS NEW SHOES
There is no other purchase that will change the looks of your

vehicle for the better than a set of custom wheels and tires.  From
mild to wild, and everything in between DFW offers it all.

XD808
Menace Gloss
Black

Gun Metal 7
Silver Machined

XD779
Badlands Chrome

COOPER
Discoveries
S/T Maxx

TOYO
Open
Country MT

NITTO
Mud
Grappler

951 Chrome
Alloy Wheel

Mayhem
CHAOS 8030

Mayhem
HAVOC 8020

Mayhem
WARRIOR 8015

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.

970 Gloss Black
with Milled Face 

XD811
Matte Black

XD Series wheels are legends in off-roading. Their style and performance have made them favorites for off-road racers, rock
crawlers and mudders alike. The designs are race-proven and feature an unmatched combination of light weight and durability.

AMP
Terrain
Masters
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Lift Kits & SuspensionHIGHER ASPERATIONS
And while you’re at it, throw a little lift on that

Jeep. If you just need a little more clearance for some
bigger tires, or want to go all the way up, we can do it
all, from a 1” lift and level to a 4” all the way full lift!

If you want just the right amount of lift without the hassle or expense of a full
suspension system, the Daystar Comfort Ride Lift Kit is right for your ride.
Daystar Comfort Ride Lift Kits give your suspension a serious boost to relieve the
sag caused by heavy gear and to make room for those big tires—all in one eco-
nomical and simple to install package. Daystar Comfort Ride Lift Systems deliver
a quality lift without burning your bank account. Every Daystar Lift is engineered

to work with your stock components, increasing suspension life while
improving performance and ride quality. And, all Daystar Comfort Ride

Lift Kits come with everything you need to raise your ride by up to 4". 

READYLIFT® JEEP JK WRANGLER
WITH SST LIFT KIT
Increase your Off Road ablity with an
incredibly great ride! That is exactly what
the new ReadyLIFT® Off Road Suspension
Jeep JK Wrangler Max Flex System does!
ReadyLIFT® has spent over a year develop-
ing what we guarantee is the best short arm
Jeep JK system on the market today.

PRO COMP LEVELING KITS
We're gonna level with you—that
nose-down, rump-up look is great for
stinkbugs, bloodhounds and drag-
sters—not so great for your off-road
ride. So, lift that front end and get your
trail thumper on the level like the pros
do with the Pro Comp Leveling Kit.

Crafted in one of three designs, Pro
Comp levels your truck with torsion
keys, strut spacers or coil spacers.
Each is crafted from either CNC
machined steel, billet aluminum or
Pro Comp's proprietary Poly Lift
polyurethane formulation depending
on your model and finished with a
rust-resistant coating.

Let’s face it, a Jeep just doesn't look right unless it has aggressive off road ter-
rain tires to go with that great Jeep off road look. ReadyLift's new 66-6095 Jeep
JK suspension products deliver several lift options. The new 3-in-1 adjustable
height coil spring lift spacers allows you to select the height of front end lift that
you want. Machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum and featuring a Patent
Pending unique design, you can choose adjustments from 1", 1.5" or 2" inches
of lift to get the look you want.

READYLIFT ADJUSTABLE LEVELING KIT

DAYSTAR COMFORT RIDE LIFT AND LEVELING KITS
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Exterior LightingLIGHT SHOW
Go ahead show the rest of the road how bright you are!

DFW can light up your Jeep or any other vehicle.  Check
out the latest in LED Products!

RIGID INDUSTRIES JEEP JK HOOD MOUNT KIT
Our Jeep JK light bar brackets allow you to
mount our 10" E-Series or SR-Series light
bar to your hood without the need to drill
holes or modify your hood in any way.
These brackets are made from high quali-
ty, high strength stainless steel and come
powder-coated black to match your trim
and our light bars.

PROMAXX LED LIGHT BAR
ProMaxx LED light bars provide superior illumination for
your needs. Whether it be for your off-road vehicle,
marine application or any heavy machinery equipment
where increased lighting is needed, ProMaxx light bars
will help improve your nighttime conditions for increased
productivity.

LED TAIL LIGHTS BY RECON®
Jeep Wrangler 2007-2014, Smoke LED
Tail Lights by Recon®, 1 Pair. Improve your nighttime visibility and
indicate your sense of style! This pair of LED tail lights burns
brighter and lasts longer than the factory lights, increasing safety
on the road and giving your vehicle a catchy rear look.

NEBO REDLINE FLASHLIGHT 
The ability to bring high-end technology to
a compact, fully-redesigned, extremely
powerful light source is finally here. The
REDLINE® is our brightest flashlight to
date, 220 lumens of pure white light.

JEEP JK WRANGLER ROUND
FRONT TURN SIGNAL LENSES
Recon, the premiere manufacturer of aftermarket lighting and
accessories for the Truck, Jeep and SUV market is proud to
announce their new Clear and Smoked LED Side Marker / Turn
Signal and Front Parking / Turn Signal Lenses with Amber LEDs for
Jeep Wrangler JK. Recon’s Clear and Smoked Lenses replace the
ugly factory Amber lenses that
are installed as original equip-
ment on JK Jeep Wranglers.
Recon’s Clear and Smoked LED
Lights function as Amber LED
parking Lights and Amber LED
turn signals.

PUTCO LUMINIX LED LIGHT BARS
Putco’s High Power Luminix LED Light Bars deliver high quality, uni-
versal bright lighting that is 300% smaller than other light bars on the
market.  Each bar comes fully assembled and ready to mount on your
truck, ATV, or to any area that you need high power LED lighting.

ACCESS OFF-ROAD LED LIGHTS



You bought your jeep to go places, and you got
gear you’re gonna need once you get there…maybe,
mountain climbing, hunting, fishing equipment,
luggage or even groceries.
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Cargo CONTROLOVERSIZE LOAD

Jeep Wranglers don't necessarily come with a lot of cargo space, and if you have
a removable hard top or soft top, it's difficult to get a roof rack. Well, look no fur-
ther than the Congo Cage. As you see in the photo, the cage mounts over the
entire vehicle, creating a base for carrying rack accessories. You can get cross-
bar attachments, or get a Bushman basket to mount directly to the Congo Cage.

KARGO MASTER CONGO CAGE

If you're just rolling with a rear-mounted CURT trailer hitch, your rig is
only half-equipped to tackle the job at hand. Complete your hard-haul-
ing makeover with a CURT Front Mount Trailer Hitch. Custom designed
for a perfect fit on your front end, this burly Class III CURT hitch shoul-
ders up to 500 lbs of tongue weight and 9,000 lbs of line pull.

JEEP WRANGLER TRAILER
HITCHES BY CURT The Cargo Hitch Rack provides added capacity to a vehicle with

limited space and is a great compliment to our Adventure and
Safari Rack systems. It can be easily mounted to and removed
from any 2" receiver hitch. Two sizes are available to meet your
needs. These applications are also available in an 8" lift to provide
extra ground clearance. Note: Its weight capacity equals the speci-
fied tongue capacity of the 2" receiver.

REAR INTERIOR SPORT RACK,
TEXTURED BLACK

Outback Roof Racks are a universal cargo basket
intended to be roof mounted and are sold in a variety
of dimensions. These baskets feature 4, 6 or 8
unique mounting buckets (depending on size) which
give the installer easy to use pre-drilled mounting
locations on the rack itself.

WARRIOR SAFARI RACK

Built for LIFE!

TRAIL STORAGE
GAS CAN
Constructed to look like a
traditional 5 gallon fuel can
the Rampage Storage Can
is made of heavy 14 gauge
Steel Powdercoated for
Extra Durability. 

HARD TOP ROOF
TRACK RACK

Thule's Interstate 869 cargo bag straps to almost any roof
rack, adding carrying capacity for you and your family's
belongings in a convenient place, as well as saving space
inside your Jeep.

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.

CURT JEEP CARGO HITCH RACK

The Yakima Rack System is the foundation for all
your overhead rack accessories. Hardtop Rack Kits
include rails, risers, crossbars & hardware. Minor
drilling is required.

THULE ROOFTOP
CARGO BAG
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OVER YOUR HEAD
Sometimes, a hard top is just too much, or your soft top

is just plumb wore out!  We offer replacement soft tops, as
well as bikinis, dusters and enclosures.  

PAVEMENT ENDS JEEP SOFT TOPS
Pavement Ends Soft Tops for Jeeps are made from durable cloth and materi-
al that are built to withstand sun, rain and snow. One of Pavement Ends top
items is their emergency tops, which are easy to put up when you need it in
rain or any other harsh weather you need protection from. Pavement Ends
emergency tops are easy to store and maintain, while incorporating features
such as two rain ponchos. Another top product from Pavement Ends is their
Flip-Back Soft Top. The flip-back soft top is unique to itself because it allows
you to cover the rear of your jeep while flipping up the roof above the driver
and passenger, letting the warm sun in. This top from Pavement Ends is
great if you have small kids and want to keep them out of the harsh sun.

RAMPAGE FRAMELESS SOFT TOP
The Rampage Frameless Trail Top installs over the original equipment fac-
tory roll bar for a snug fit without the need for additional bows or support
hardware. This unique design allows for larger side windows and improved
visibility with removable side and rear windows that quickly convert the
soft top into an open Safari top. Windows use heavy duty molded tooth zip-
pers and are easily replaced or removed and stored in a special separation
panel between the ceiling and roof top which is concealed and protects the
windows from scratches or puncture. The fastback style offers improved
aerodynamics and a quieter ride than factory bow style tops.

Replace aging, worn out factory soft-top and gain some additional
storage space inside the driving compartment. All the features of the
original factory top with exclusive rampage additions - two zippered
storage poclets. Produced in original factory specification sand colors,
the Rampage replacement top easily installs over factory framework,
and attaches to factory mounting points and OE belt rail attachment
stem. Fits all factory applications and includes top fabric, clear or tint-
ed windows and where applicable, incudes zipper door skins that slip
over the OE upper doorframes.

RAMPAGE FACTORY REPLACEMENT TOP

The Rampage complete soft top is the most economical way to replace
an aging factory soft top and hardware or convert your hard top Jeep
in to a soft top. Each kit was designed specifically for your Jeep, offer-
ing the same quality and craftsmanship as your original factory soft
top. The complete tops are made from fade-resistant, marine-grade,
wick-stop thread that repels moisture and helps resist color-fading, to
give your soft top a long life without fading and tearing. All windows
have self-correcting zippers, that run smoother and last longer. Built-in
zipper storage pockets located in each top front corner provide addi-
tional storage.

RAMPAGE JEEP WRANGLER COMPLETE SOFT TOP

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.
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Jeep Tops & Covers

WADE AUTOMOTIVE COMPLETE SKYTOP
Wade has done it again, an acrylic skytop for your Wrangler JK.
This is a 2 piece unit for the 4 door and a single unit for your 2
door. Using our state-of-the-art technology we created, designed,
tested and built tooling for this hot new vehicle. You will love being in your jeep in the heat
of the day, feeling like you are topless, without the sunburn. Or when you are running down
the road and a sudden storm comes up and you are not getting wet. This also helps keep
you, but especially your back passengers from getting wind blown as you roll down the
highway. It attaches using specially designed velcro straps for quick easy on-off.

WILD BOAR HARD TOP
What camping enthusiast hasn’t had to struggle
with pitching a tent at one time or another? Add
to that irksome task the threat of an impending
storm, or just darkness falling, and you have a
recipe for taking the fun out of almost any outdoor
excursion. The folks at Wild Boar have been there,
done that. After years of hassling with a pop-up
tent, scissor jacks and pull-out beds on various
outings, they had an epiphany, and now offer the
Boar’s Den. The concept wasn’t quite as startling
as the discovery of the light bulb
or penicillin, but it did solve a
problem.

MESH STYLE EXTENDED TOP
Look to Smittybilt to come up with creative inno-
vations. This time it's the Smittybilt Mesh Style
Extended Top! This new top was created for the
Jeep Wrangler TJ and JK and is designed to
reduce the heat and glare of the summer sun with
a SPF of 60,
while letting in
cool breezes.

MIX AND MATCH COMBO OPTIONS
Create your own look with briefs, windbreakers, tonneaus, rollbar covers and tire
covers! California BRIEF Top provides cover from the elements. Two great styles
available, Mesh and Jeep matched top material. Durable quick release buckles for
easy on, easy off installation. Stop the heat of the sun while keeping the cool breeze
flowing with Summer Brief. Windshield channel required 
for all applications

FULL COMBO REAR COMBO

FRONT COMBO

BESTOP® - SUPERTOP™ NX COMPLETE
REPLACEMENT SOFT TOP
Supertop® NX is Bestop's factory style soft top
comes with factory-style door surrounds, factory-
style windshield channel, and tinted windows. Plus,
it includes a Top Arch to support the fabric, quick
release bow knuckles for tool-less top
removal, and a new adjustable plate
to maintain top taughtness

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.
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GET A LITTLE MUD ON THE TIRES
It’s not just enough to look tough and rugged…what if you get stuck?  You gotta be able to

get out on your own.  DFW offers a huge assortment of products to do just that…get you or
better yet, your buddy, out of the hole…Don’t see what your’re looking for?  We can order
almost anything and have it for you usually next day from one of our distributors.

RAMPAGE JEEP JK HIGH LIFT JACK MOUNTING KIT
Firefighter-designed, the First Responder Jack is constructed of steel,
cast iron, and high-strength aluminum, and available in 36", 48" and
60" sizes. It offers up to 4660 lb. of leveraging, lifting and winching
options. No other rescue tool is as easy to use, dependable, visible and
versatile giving it unlimited potential at a fraction of the cost of other
expensive rescue tools.

Rampage Grip Track Triple Panel Folding Traction
Panels With Directional Raised Hexagon Grippers For
Superior Traction Assistance In Snow, Mud Or
Sand. Includes One Pair In A Nylon Storage Bag

There are a lot of features we like with the Warn winches, but it doesn’t take long
to discover one of their best features long before you leave the shop.  They fit
well!  We really like how there is no cutting, drilling, welding or bending required
for installation, and that’s definitely not the case with some other models of
winches.  Warn designed their winches and mounting kits to bolt directly on your
vehicles chassis.  That makes installation a LOT easier, but also insures the force
from pulling is distributed across the chassis and not concentrated at a couple
points, possibly damaging it.  Warn also fully tested their kits to insure the winch
is capable of everything they say it is; because when you
need a winch, it’s the wrong time to discover the product
you’re counting on can’t get the job done.  Say hello to
your new best friends!

YOUR LAST, BEST HOPE WHEN YOU NEED A ROPE

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.

WESTIN MAX WINCH TRAY
Max tray on a Jeep, shown with optional
light bar. Your factory bumper is retained
with the MAX Mount System.

GRIPTRACK MOLDED PLASTIC VEHICLE TRACTION PLATES
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Off Road Equipment

Designed by enthusiasts for enthusiasts. Torxx offers a great line of truck winches with a
broad assortment of accessories designed for the off-road and racing enthusiast. Kit
includes winch, roller fairlead, battery lead cables, 100' wire rope and remote control.
Heavy duty steel housing and frame components for maximum strength, durability and
reliability. Premium series wound 5.2hp (3.8kw) motor for maximum performance powers
loads in and out. It comes with an automatic load holding brake and it has a freespooling
clutch for quick deployment.

TORXX TRUCK WINCH KIT, 8,000LBS WITH WIRE FAIRLEAD

WINCH ACCESSORIES:

SNATCH BLOCK RECEIVER MOUNT WIRING KIT RECEIVER MOUNT PULL STRAP SHACKLES WINCH COVER

This is the industry's best truly sealed vehicle recovery winch assembly. All seals
on the entire winch meet the IP67 standard, from the outermost end of the high
performance motor and groundbreaking solenoid to the 2-stage planetary and 2-
stage spur gearbox. The sealed 5.2 and 6.0 HP motors deliver a quick but safe 62
FPM line speed at a low 75 amp draw. Heat sink-styled motor cap maintains low
temperatures under the heaviest loads. The solenoid will keep out water, mud,
snow and dust and has a patented venting feature that allows the contacts to
resist water and release contact damaging internal condensation. The VS4 Solenoid
(Vented, Submersible and Stabilized with Sealed Socket) is simply the best winch
solenoid in the world, and it's located inside this modern-styled rugged enclosure.

SUPERWINCH TALON 9.5I SR WINCH WITH SYNTHETIC ROPE

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.

PMXW80012
1200 lb $348.90

PMXW80015 15000 lb $695.20

PMXW80020
2000 lb $53.35

PMXW80013 12000 lb Synthetic $459.60

PMXW80030
3000 lb $71.84

PMXW80080
8000 lb $253.19

PMXW80081
8000 lb Synthetic $343.51

PMXW80095
9500 lb $319.46

PMXW80096
9500 lb Synthetic $417.35
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The following is a collection of cool little extras for your Jeep and
many other vehicles.  These make great gifts for yourself, friends or
family.  Go ahead!  Treat your Jeep!

JEEP THINGS...

RAMPAGE GRAB HANDLES
Firm and perfectly placed Grab handles are the greatest way to assist in
climbing into a Wrangler JK, and also to help hold on when open air driving.
With the versatility of Rampage's Grab Handles you get the choice of three
different points to grab hold of. Choose from the back of the head rest post,
corners of your windshield frame or mount them overhead your sound bar
using convenient existing fasteners! The Rampage Grab Handles come with
a Rigid Grip and install quickly and easily with no drilling required.

PUTCO JEEP WRANGLER CHROME DOOR HANDLE COVERS
Putco Chrome Door Handle Covers
install easily on your Jeep Wrangler and
provide an attractive, chrome-plated
accent. Chrome looks great on any Jeep
and adding this 3-pc, 4-pc or 5-pc set
will provide a great upgrade to your
stock door handles. Constructed from
ABS composite for long life, each piece
is coated in a brilliant chrome-plated finish.

PUTCO CHROME MIRROR COVERS
Dramatically enhance the look of
your mirrors and perfectly match
the rest of your vehicle's trim!
Putco Chrome Mirror Covers do
both with ease, offering a smooth
and brilliant shine to the back of
otherwise dull side views.

PUTCO JEEP UNIVERSAL STAINLESS STEEL DOOR SILLS
If you believe that detailing your Jeep
is what makes the difference, choose
Putco Stainless Steel Door Sill Plates
for a quick and easy way to sharpen
up the looks of your ride.  Made of 18-
gauge mirror-finished NeveRust stain-
less steel, these sill plates are a must
to keep your factory door sills from
getting scratched or scuffed. 

RAMPAGE & PUTCO LOCKING, BILLET STYLE FUEL TANK DOOR 
Get some rugged style for
your Jeep with this black-
finished, rustproof alu-
minum accent. Locking
fuel door and bezel install
easily using the included
self-tapping screws.

PUTCO CHROME TAIL LIGHT COVERS
Perk-up the looks of your vehicle. Putco
Chrome Tail Light Covers pop-on in min-
utes, adding eye-popping shine to the
back of your ride. Made from automotive-
grade ABS chrome, Putco Tail Light
Covers are custom-molded to hug the
contours of your specific tail lights.

CHROME TAILGATE HINGE COVERS
Complete the transformation of your
JK Wrangler with these Tailgate hinge
covers. Easy to install using 3M™
Tape and install in minutes. The per-
fect finishing touch. Made of durable
ABS Chrome, these hinge covers will
look good for years to come.

TRAIL STORAGE GAS CAN
Constructed to look like a traditional 5
gallon fuel can the Rampage Storage
Can is made of heavy 14 gauge Steel
Powdercoated for Extra Durability. 

RAMPAGE BLACK POWDERCOAT DOOR HINGES

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.

Dress-up your Wrangler with some
replacement door hinges from
Rampage. These black powdercoat
hinges are a direct factory replace-
ment which provides easy bolt-on
installation without drilling.



Neat things for your Jeep?
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RAMPAGE LOCKING HOOD CATCH SET IN BLACK
Rampage Products Hood Lock Latches are made from die
cast e-coated 304 stainless steel featuring a black powder
coat finish. Engineered to reduce hood flutter at highway
speeds. Operates as a hood catch with or without use of
lock. No drilling necessary and installs in minutes using
existing factory mounting holes.

RAMPAGE WI-FI CAMERA
Rampage Products Portable Wi-Fi Backup
Camera has a patent-pending adjustable
magnetic mount that allows you to stick
the camera to anything metal. The camera
works with iOS and Android devices and
creates its own hotspot.

RAMPAGE MULTI PURPOSE LED LIGHT
• Two lighting options - flood light
and longer distance beam pattern

• Swivel hook adjusts to any angle
• Super strong magnet attaches to

most metal surfaces
• Sure grip rubber finish

RAMPAGE TAILGATE GAS STRUT STABILIZER
WITH DAMPENER HEAVY DUTY
Under normal conditions and while sitting level, the gas
strut has sufficient pressure to assist in opening the rear
gate and then hold the gate in an open position

BESTOP ROUGHRIDER SOFT
STORAGE TAILGATE ORGANIZER
Your tailgate does a great job of keeping
your cargo and passengers inside your
Jeep. And now, it can moonlight as a
safe storage facility with the Bestop
RoughRider Soft Storage Tailgate
Organizer. Hanging from a mounting rail
at the top of your tailgate, the Bestop
tailgate organizer delivers two mammoth
pockets of serious storage capacity.

DOOR CATCH/RETAINER KIT FOR JEEP
Door limiting straps are great for keeping your Jeep's doors from opening up so far that
they hit your hood or fenders. They can't keep your doors from swinging shut, though. If
you are on an incline but need better visibility, you can keep your doors open with these
for as long as you need to see through them. They also keep your doors from opening
past 45 degrees, which makes these perfect for pulling into carports, garages or parking
lots. No more worrying about denting your doors or anything you may inadvertently hit

with them. To close your doors, just pull a little harder than you nor-
mally would, and they will pop closed again. The mechanism uses
spring steel to hold the doors open and to allow them to close again.

SMITTYBILT CLINOMETER WITH COMPASS
A Clinometer is a must-have for all you articulating off-roaders
who like to push your Jeeps to the limit. The meter separately
shows if your Jeep is in the danger zone of pitching or rolling.
The meter on the left shows the degree of pitching and the meter on the right shows the degree of
rolling. A Compass situated in between the meters is a great addition for those of us who don’t know
which direction we are headed on those trails that meander through the mountains. Installation is
easy with the double-sided tape provided. The Clinometer does not light up.

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.
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END GAME

RAMPAGE JEEP RECOVERY BUMPER FRONT & REAR

One of the fastest and best ways to change the appearance
of your Jeep is to change our front and rear bumpers.
The truth is there are many manufacturers of these

products.  The following are some of our favorites.   Keep
in mind we can order almost any other line from our
many distributors.

Heavy Duty Front and Rear lighted bumpers for vehicle Protection and recovery
assistance - Day or Night!! Engineered for off road use and rock crawling
abuse. Ground level dual light receptacles maximize light distribution, save
space and are recessed for light protection. Jeep JK Rampage Recovery
Bumper bumpers feature protective dual stage, durable, powder coat finish -
3/16-inch Steel plate design with 4-inch light openings for a custom look.
Protective stinger with 2" x 120 wall tube.

STANDARD FEATURES:
No drill installation – attaches to factory
bumper mounts Custom welded shackle
mounts with clevis 1-inch

RAMPAGE SEMI-GLOSS BLACK FRONT RECOVERY BUMPER
• Designed with tapered ends for enhanced tire travel and extreme approach
and departure angles.

• Accepts most winches-mounting plate not included.
• Protective dual stage, durable, powder coat finish - 3/16 inch steel plate
design. 2 inch x .120 inch wall tubing center (stinger) and 1.5 inch x .120
side protectors.

• Ground level 4 inch round light receptacles maximize light distribution, save
space and are recessed for light protection. LIGHTS ARE NOT INCLUDED.

ARIES WRANGLER MODULAR BUMPER
ALUMINUM AND STEEL
Jeep Wrangler 2007-2014, Black Front Replacement Bumper
(15600) by Aries®. The six piece build of these replacement
bumpers allow for personal configurations. Use the cutouts you want
and add the accessories you want. The bumpers feature stubble
cutouts for original bumper lights, cutouts and mounting points for
lighting accessories and an integrated winch housing.

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.

REAR BUMPER

MASS ARTICULATION STUBBY FRONT
RECOVERY BUMPER W/ STINGER
Rampage Products Heavy Duty Jeep Wrangler JK
Front Winch Bumper has been engineered for on
road use and rock crawling abuse and now with a
shorter stubby version for massive articulation.
Ground level dual light mounts maximize light dis-
tribution using oem driving lights or Rampage
Products Driving or Fog Light kits. This saves space
and the mounts are recessed for light protection.
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ARIES JK TUBE FRONT AND REAR BUMPER
Replace your factory bumper with this stylish, tubular bumper.
Double-tube design provides protection for your Jeep TJ. Receiver
lets you mount a bike rack or cargo carrier. Dual powder coat finish
over zinc coating offers maximum rust resistance.

• Black powder coated steel is
durable and rust resistant.

• Welded, 1-piece construction
for added strength

• Simple installation - drilling
may be required

T-REX BILLET AND MESH GRILLES
T-REX grilles are the wave of the future. They combine stylish looks with func-
tionality giving that distinctive sporty look to your Jeep Wrangler. Built with an
emphasis on quality, fit and style, T-REX billet grilles must meet strict quality
control standards. Constructed of 6063-T6 aluminum, T-REX billet grilles are
carefully assembled using TIG welders to ensure clean and splatter free welds.
Every T-REX billet grille has been physically installed and fitted in the shell and to
the vehicle a minimum of three times. This gives T-REX the confidence that no
matter who is doing the installing, the customer will be completely satisfied. By
the way, all T-REX billet grilles are made in the U.S.A.

ARIES PRO SERIES GRILL GUARDS
This Aries Automotive Pro-Series Grill Guard has a unique design which
allows it to hold a majority of today's LED bars from within. It has an original
system that allows you to hold anywhere from 6" to 20" LED Light Bars, and
all at the precise and needed angles. Also, it acts as a deterrent as it enclos-
es the LED within a 12 gauge steel structure, yet provides a hi-gloss mesh
front for the LED light to shine through.

FRONT & REAR Accessories

Impressive top-quality stain-
less steel mesh guarantee the
perfect look of your vehicle's
front. Hand-assembled in the
USA. Just like a smile makes
any face look more beautiful.

*Jeep® is a registered trademark of Chrysler L.L.C.

RAMPAGE BLACK & POLISHED GRILLE INSERTS
Single piece formed grille specifically designed for Jeep factory grille shell.
Heavy-duty steel construction with protective powder coat or clear coat finishes.
Two attractive finishes – gloss black powder coat or dual color black powder
coat with polished, clear coat highlights.
Attaches to underside of grille for secure
installation and factory OE look.
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